
How to Make Money In 20 Minutes Online Without Any 

Money 

 

Thank you for taking the time to watch this short video. This report is deliberately 

short so that you can quickly digest it and put it into action. I didn’t add a lot of 

fluff, because I know that the reason you accessed this video is because you are 

probably in a hurry to make some desperately needed money fast.   you need to 

make a lot of money fast. So my goal for this video is to show you that it really is 

possible to make money online in as little as 20 minutes, even if you have no list, 

no money and no experience.   so start your clock right now! 

I coach a lot of people online on how to build their business up with little or 

nothing to start with.  And almost every day, somebody asks me if it's possible to 

make money online even if they have internet knowledge.  

 

And I'm always happy to tell them   YES! 

 



But that doesn't mean I ever guarantee that a certain amount of money will be 

made.  You know... anyone who guarantees that is simply being dishonest.  And 

that's because, even people like me have big money days and smaller money 

days.  I have days when I make thousands of dollars in a day.  Other days I might 

make $100 or even less.  But what I wanted to show you in this video is give you a 

flat out simple plan to follow, where no matter if you have a list, or a product or 

skills or NOT, you still can make some money. 

 

Now, basically in this plan I'm going to cut out the learning curve and I'm also 

cutting a lot of corners.  So, keep in mind that even though this is a quick way to 

make money online, if you plan to make money online for the long term, you'll 

want to expand your business model. 

 

Another thing I want to make clear is that as with anything worth while, you need 

to be consistent if you really want financial victory.   

 



And one last thing before I go any further, if you do nothing, you'll earn nothing.  

so when all is said and done, your success or failure if completely up to you.  If 

this doesn't work for you, it’s because you didn’t work it.  Plain and simple.  I hope 

you can appreciate my honesty here. 

 

Ok, so let's get started.  Like I said, this is a really short video, and it's designed 

that way so that you can get things going quickly.  Bottom line... I know that's all 

you're interested in anyway, so I'm not going to talk about myself, my dog, my 

hobbies or anything like that.  Right now... it's all about you and getting you going. 

 

Ok, so here we go. 

 

The very first thing anybody needs in order to make money is something to sell.  

Fortunately, you don't have to worry about that because that is all ready taken 

care of for you. 

 



And the second thing everybody needs in order to make money online is 

someone to sell it to.  And fortunately, I've got that covered for you to. 

Now, whether you have a product already or not, you absolutely need one that is 

proven to convert really well. In other words, the product needs to already have 

offered to the market, and people have actually taken the offer. 

 

When it comes to making easy conversions, the #1 best  way to get products to 

convert is to match the product to the market so that it is relevant.  And the 2nd 

best way is to offer a product that has mass appeal.   

 

Think about that for just a minute.  If your product is lemonade, the first thing you 

want to do is find a group of people who are thirsty.  The 2nd thing you'd look for 

is a situation where the thirsty people are really hot and want something cold 

right now!  That's what I mean by matching product to market with mass appeal.  

Obviously, that just makes sense.  But it always surprises me how many people 

fail to match product to market and fail to target the mass appeal market. 



The reason lemonade will sell well at a crowded hot beach on a sunny day is 

because that is where the market is congregating.  And lemonade is specifically 

targeted for that market. 

 

So, in order to make money online, we need something that appeals to a big 

group.  The fastest and easiest way to find a good product like that is to find an 

affiliate product to sell.  And that's the easiest way because all of the hard work 

has already been done for us.  The product is already created.  The marketing 

materials are already made.  We don't need to worry about shipping or delivering 

products, and we don't need to worry about collecting payments or customer 

service.  All we do is just market it and get paid.  And usually, the commission is 

between 50-75%. 

 

Clickbank, Paydotcom and Click2Sell all have quite a few good products which 

convert really well.  And with Click2Sell, your affiliate link stays cookied on the 

visitors browser for as long as 6 months.  That means that even if the visitor 

doesn't buy it today, they can come back sometime during the next 6 months to 



buy and YOU are the one who gets paid - even if someone else referred them 

later.   

 

To start with Click2Sell, just go to:  http://rebelmoney.join.click2sell.eu and pick a 

username and password to set up your affiliate account.  You will need a Paypal 

account so that they can send your earnings.  If you don't have a Paypal account, 

you can get one for free at;  paypal.com.  The sign up button is at the very top.  

You'll need to  link your Paypal account to your bank account so that you make 

instantly deposit your earnings right into your bank.   

 

Once you've done that, then go ahead and login to your affiliate account at 

Click2Sell.   

 

So far, you've probably spent 4 minutes and now that you have your affiliate 

account all set up, let me show you 2 products. 

 

1st link  http://XXXXXXX.rebelmoneyreb1.click2sell.eu  

http://xxxxxxx.rebelmoneyreb1.click2sell.eu/


2nd link http://xxxx.rebelmoneyvir1.click2sell.eu  

3d link http://XXXXXXX.rebelmoneyear.click2sell.eu 

 

Now as you can see, all of both of products are closely related to each other.  

They are both twitter products. And not only that, but the first two of these 

products allow you to get paid more than just one time on autopilot. and the 3rd 

product pays you 100% commission!  That's right, you get to keep it all! 

 

So just to make sure you are clear on this, when you promote these products, you 

get more than once on the 1st 2 products and you get paid 100% commission on 

the 3rd.    This way you are maximizing your commission, no matter which one 

you choose. 

 

And this is important because normally, most affiliate products only pay one time, 

and that's all you get.  But these products here, are different, and allow you to 

maximize your profits. 

http://xxxx.rebelmoneyvir1.click2sell.eu/
http://xxxxxxx.rebelmoneyear.click2sell.eu/


The first product is a webinar which makes it very unique because you're 

promoting an event, rather than just a sales page.  And the way it's set up, it is 

much more profitable than other affiliate offers because here's what happens.... 

 

1st... the prospect is offered an initial front end product and you get 50% of $27.  

 

2nd. the prospect is offered a 0tO and you get 50% of $67.    

 

3rd, the next day the prospect attends a webinar.  If they buy the product from 

the webinar presentation, you get 50% of $197.   

 

4th, then they are offered a one time upsell and you get 50% of $67 

 

1st... the prospect watches a short but very high converting video, and then is 

offered some very powerful software $27 you get 50% 



Then the prospect is offered an upsell which is also converts well and you get 50% 

of $67. 

 

So both of these products are strongly related to twitter, so naturally, you 

automatically have millions of people to sell to.... everyone on twitter.  in 2009 

there were over 55 million twitter users.   How many of those uses do you think 

might want to earn money online with a tool they are already using?  I can tell 

you that is a hot market on twitter. 

 

So here's the game plan... 

 

Pick an affiliate link from one of the products I've shown you here in this video.. 

Go to http://bit.ly and shorten your Click2Sell affiliate URL from the product. 

Paste your affiliate link into the bit.ly URL shorting tool click the 'shorten' button. 

And save this URL someplace because it's the URL you will always place in twitter 

and other places when you are promoting. 



OK so now that you have a hot product to sell, we need to talk about who you are 

going to sell it to...  And naturally, that's the people on Twitter.   

 

If you already have a big list of twitter followers, you can instantly go ahead and 

start promoting to them.  Here are some sample tweets you can use... 

WOW! Free Webinar Shows How To Make up to $10,000 per Month 

With Twitter - (your affiliate link) 

- Have you seen this twitter cash secret yet, (insert your affiliate link) if 

not, you really need to 

- @suziphillips is holding a free webinar on how to make money 

online with twitter (your affiliate link) 

- RT @suziphillips - Join me for free training on how to make money 

with twitter (your affiliate link) 

- Just registered for some free training on how to make money online 

(your affiliate link) 

 

and product 2 

 

- New system for getting TONS of free twitter traffic to your website 

(your affiliate link) 



- Just finished watching this FREE video by @suziphillips on how to 

get free website traffic 

- Just learned how @suziphillips gets up to 739 extra free visitors to 

her website every day (your affiliate link) 

- Watching an interesting video that EVERY website owner needs to 

watch! (you affiliate link) 

- RT@suziphillips - I got 739 extra free visitors to my site in one day, 

Here’s how (your affiliate link) 

- I Just learned how to get more free website traffic from twitter (your 

affiliate link) 

 

And if you don't have any followers on twitter yet, that's ok because there is an 

easy way to promote these items on twitter> 

 

Just go to search.twitter.com, type in the following phrases:  make money online, 

make money with twitter, get more website traffic, use twitter to get more 

website traffic. 

 

Once you find people who are talking about this topic, you simply reply to their 

message with one of the ready made messages I've given you. 



Now... here's a tip>  when you are searching, , be sure to type it in like “making 

money online –http                               -www."  when you use the minus before and 

after the http, you are refining your search to take out the people who are 

adverting website links.  Don’t use the word minus, use the symbol. 

Say something like, 'if you're still looking to make money online, this might help 

(insert your bit.ly link) 

Ok, 

So by now you've created an affiliate account at click2sell. 

 you've picked up an affiliate link to a product 

 you've shortend your affiliate link using bit.ly 

 and you've set up your twitter account 

 

 

If you want to promote the first product then here are some sample phrases that 

you might want to search for (you can type these into the twitter search function 

EXACTLY as shown and/or come up with your own phrases to search for. A good 

idea is to add “-www  –http” at the end of each phrase! 



- I hate my job 

- tired of my job 

- need a new job 

- I need help finding a new job 

- make money with twitter 

- make money online 

- make money quick 

- I ned to know how to make money fast 

- easy ways to make money 

 

If you want to promote the 2nd product  then here are some sample phrases that 

you might want to search for (you can type these into the twitter search function 

EXACTLY as shown and/or come up with your own phrases to search for. A good 

idea is to add “-www –http” at the end of each phrase! 

- get targeted traffic 

- driving traffic with twitter 

- get traffic using twitter 

- more website visitors 

- website traffic visitors 

- website traffic hits 

- free website traffic 

- increase traffic to my website 

 



And here's another trick to help you find exactly what people are searching for 

online.  Go to google keyword suggestion tool.  Type in some of the phrases I've 

given you, one phrase per line, click get keywords button. 

 

It will generate hundreds of keywords/phrases that people are searching for You 

can put just one phrase into the twitter search function and then spend 30 

minutes sending replies to those people who have posted something that looks 

promising. 

 

And as soon as you find someone who looks like they could be interested, just 

click the reply button on their tweet and copy and past the pre-written message. 

So let's pretend you put the phrase 'make money with twitter –www   -http" into 

the search bar. 

 

On any of the tweets that come up just reply to their post with a message like … 

Hey, If you’re still looking for more website traffic, this might help ? 

http://bit.ly/yourlink 



 

So if I found 100 people who are interested in earning money with twitter, I can 

just keep copying this message over and over. I can reach 100 people in about 10-

15 minutes.  I can reach 200 people in 20-30 minutes.  If copy and pasting a short 

message for 20 minutes means making potential income for you, wouldn't you do 

it?  

 

So now you've got everything you need.  You have a hot product, a hot market 

and plenty of people to sell to.  And if you are a mover and a shaker like me, then 

you've probably already posted your fist message out there on twitter with your 

affiliate link.  And chances are, you could start getting affiliate sales in no time 

flat. 

 

Now, there is one more secret to this plan I want to give you and that’s - 

automation. 

 



That's right, there is a tool out there that will search twitter for you... it's actually 

a real time targeted marketing engine that will find people talking on twitter now 

by your chosen topic, allowing you to really hit your target mid conversation with 

ease.   It will periodically search twitter for you and either auto-reply or generate 

a list of matches for you to respond to or reject from your twithawk account. 

 

This is how simple it works… 

 

You choose what keyword phrases you want to target.  You reply to that message 

that you want automatically sent (you can even have more than one). 

You chose your budget - it's about 2 cents to 5 cents per auto tweet. 

So, if you spent $10 a day with twithawk and 200 messages get tweeted between you 

and twithawk, and if you only get a 3% conversion of those 200, that's $81.00. 

 

You're trading $10 for $81. 

 

Not bad.  And how many times per day are you willing to make that trade? 



So just think about that for a minute....  , you could do this for an hour a day and 

make about $5000 profit every month working just an hour a day.   

 

Now, that is assuming they don't buy anything else.  But remember, these 

products are designed to earn you commission more than one time per customer.  

So the reality of this model is, an hour a day could actually translate into as much 

as $10,000 a month. 

 

Now, hopefully, this all makes sense for you and you're starting to see how 

powerful this model is, and you can even see how quickly you can start making 

money in as little as 20 minutes from right now even if you have no money or 

experience. 

 

Anyway, I kept this short for you so you'd have time to go ahead and start doing 

what I've taught you how to do. 

 



I hope you found this tutorial helpful and I hope this was simple enough for you to 

start and take action right now.   Enjoy your profits and have a beautiful day! 


